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Copy That Connects & Persuades

 In the competitive real estate landscape, top-notch marketing is a must. 

Photography and staging provide compelling visuals, but copy and 

content are an equally persuasive component of your property or agent 

marketing arsenal.

 Copy describes the ambiance and energy of a space or neighborhood in 

a way visuals can't. 

 A well-written bio or newsletter connects you with clients by sharing your 

personality, knowledge and approach.

 With rich storytelling and an engaging narrative, buyers take notice and 

build a relationship.

 narratively creative : real estate is a leading copy and content provider for 

top brokerages and agents in New York, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Miami, 

Washington D.C., Boston and across the country. 



Why narratively creative : real estate 

 Experienced

 We’ve been providing copy and content services to leading agents and agencies for more than five years. 

We know the business. We know the markets.

 Knowledgeable

 With skilled writers located across the country, content is informed and localized.

 Agile

 Few things move faster than real estate. We keep pace with quick-turn timelines that meet your deadlines.

 Focused

 We’re immersed in real estate every day. From the latest deals and developments, to the newest retail 

centers and restaurants — we know this business!

 Effortless

 We make this easy. You’ll always have a single point of contact and our proven, turnkey system delivers 

results without adding to your workload.

 Discreet

 We pride ourselves on exercising the utmost discretion while working with a broad cross-section of agents 

and firms. Confidential information is never shared or disclosed. 

 Accomplished

 Born from the team behind the Narratively online magazine, our work is rooted in great storytelling.

narrative.ly


listing descriptions

 Compelling property descriptions tell the 

stories photos can’t, drilling down to 

specific details or expanding on ambiance 

and amenities. 

 Why narratively creative : real estate?

 Written by veteran real estate content 

specialists with expertise in your city.

 The process is simple and easy. Send us 

photos, floor plans or bullet points. We do 

the rest.

 Quick turnaround: First drafts delivered 

within one business day.

 Unlimited revisions: We’re not happy until 

you (and the sellers) are happy.

 In-person site visits and rush service available 

at an additional charge.

 Standard Fee: $150*

*Fees may be more or less based on your specific needs. Bulk agency 

discounts available upon request. Invoices due upon receipt.



agent bios

 A well-crafted bio helps agents connect 
with prospective clients — even before 
they pick up the phone or draft an email —
providing a glimpse into your personality, 
business approach and track record of 
success.

 Why narratively creative : real estate?

 We get to know you: Through a time-tested 
interview process — either over the phone or 
via email — we find out what makes you 
unique in a sea of real estate professionals.

 We specialize in helping new agents 
establish credibility and in guiding seasoned 
agents in refining and enhancing their brand 
voice. 

 First drafts delivered within 3-5 business days 
with unlimited revisions.

 Rush service available at an additional 
charge.

 Standard fee: $150*

*Fees may be more or less based on your specific needs. Bulk agency 

discounts available upon request. Invoices due upon receipt.



newsletters + blogs

 A newsletter or blog is a great way to build 

strong client relationships, keep your 

services top of mind and position yourself 

as a market leader and industry expert. 

 Why narratively creative : real estate?

 Whether fun and entertaining or concise 

and data-driven, we capture your brand 

voice and deliver content that clients will 

want to read. 

 We follow your lead, providing as much 

service and input as you need.

 We’re happy to work from topics you provide 

or to develop relevant, timely subjects for you. 

 We can source images and program your 
content in WordPress, MailChimp, 
ConstantContact, etc. or simply provide text. 

 Flexible solutions to meet your needs and 
budget.

 Typical Full-Service Newsletter Fee: $450*

*Fees may be more or less based on your specific needs. Bulk agency 

discounts available upon request. Invoices due upon receipt.



custom 
content/guides

 Custom content, including seasonal, 

neighborhood or event guides, establish 

you as a local expert with your finger on 

the pulse of the latest must-see, must-do 

attractions.

 Why narratively creative : real estate ?

 We work in real estate every day. We know 

what’s buzzing in each neighborhood, and 

we know the events and venues that will 

resonate with your target audience.

 Online or in print, we produce local copy 

that will keep you top of mind with potential 

clients.

 Our coast-to-coast network of writers 

provides boots-on-the-ground expertise in 

every major market. 

 Graphic design, photography and 

videography services also available.

 Contact us today at tammy@narrative.ly to 

discuss your custom content needs.
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new development
websites/brochures

 Paint a vivid picture of your new 

development project with online and 

printed collateral that tells the property’s 

unique and compelling story.

 Why narratively creative : real estate ?

 We work directly with relevant stakeholders 

— from developers to architects to sales —

to drive consensus and craft copy that 

resonates with potential new residents.

 From design influences and bespoke finishes 

to amenities and neighborhood history, we 

tell the story of your target audience’s 

perfect new home.

 Graphic design, photography and 

videography services also available.

 Contact us today at tammy@narrative.ly to 

discuss your new development project’s 

marketing needs.
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bundled 

video/photography
/illustration services

 If your needs stretch beyond copy and 

content, we’re happy to leverage our vast 

network of photographers, videographers 

and artists.

 Why narratively creative : real estate ?

 Through our long-running publication and 

content studio, we have access to some of 

the most talented folks in the field.

 Use our world-class photographers, 

videographers and artists to create listing 

images, video walkthroughs, agent videos 

and headshots, property illustrations, and 

more.

 By bundling your property content and 

visuals needs with narratively creative : real 

estate, you benefit from service discounts 
and the ease of a single point of contact.

 Contact us today at tammy@narrative.ly

to discuss your full-scale project marketing 

needs.
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Our Work Speaks for Itself …

 narratively creative : real estate is 

a leading provider of long- and 

short-form content for some of the 

country’s most revered real estate 

firms and top agents. Our work 

includes:

 Blog posts and long-form content 

for Dixon Leasing’s popular blog.

 In-depth neighborhood guides for 

Berkshire Hathaway Home Services 

New York Properties.

 Listing descriptions, bios and agent 

marketing efforts for TOWN Real 

Estate, Compass, Sotheby's, 

Douglas Elliman, Keller Williams, 

Warburg and more.

http://www.dixonleasing.com/blog
http://www.bhhsnyproperties.com/communities


… And So Do Our Clients. 

 "This bio is fabulous!!!  Thank you for making me look so good." – NYC agent bio

 “This is simply wonderful, thank you!” – Los Angeles listing description

 "Thank you!  I think this is wonderful and really captures the magnificent features in the home, as 
well as the experiential value of living there!“ – Westchester County, NY listing description

 “This newsletter is simply outstanding in appearance, interesting content, and diversity.” – NYC 
agent newsletter

 “Thank you so much for crafting this bio for me. Reading through this has encouraged me greatly 
and increased my passion and motivation to excel today.” – NYC agent bio

 “Great work on the neighborhood guides – they were a joy to read.” – NYC neighborhood 
guides


